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  According to veteran antinuclear activist John Hallam, the accident at Fukushima nuclear
power plant was waiting to happen somewhere in the world for literally decades.
      
  
  Mr John Hallam studied and analysed nuclear powerplant safety  closely for 23 years, between
1977 and 2000, before 'moving sideways' into nuclear weapons in 2000.
  
  According to Mr Hallam, the issues that now bedevil the four Fukushima boiling water reactors
were debated hotly for literally decades.
  
  &quot;The issue of safety of the particular design of BWR that Fukushima comprises was the
core issue over which the 'General Electric Three' resigned way way back in 1975, saying that
the design of its 'pressure supression containment' was an accident waiting to happen.&quot;
  
  'The issue of the possibility of fire in spent fuel pools  is also an issue that's been around for
years if not decades - essentially if I can remember it, it must be at least a decade old!&quot;
  
  'The reliability of various backup emergency core cooling systems
  has also been around for decades&quot;
  
  &quot;In this respect, the Fukushima disaster is quite UNLIKE Chernobyl, which showed us
something completely new in nuclear power plant accidents, something which was never
discussed or had been discounted as unlikely - that a nuclear power plant could, literally go
'prompt critical' and explode. Fukushima in contrast, has done things that have been discussed
so long that they have been all-but forgotten as possibilities - and now they are upon us..
Ancient nightmares have suddenly become real.&quot;  
  &quot;This all indicates an inability to learn from mistakes and from engineering analysis, that
has been characteristic of the nuclear power industry.&quot;
  
  &quot;It indicates that nuclear power is a failed technology that has been unable to correct
problems that have been known for three or even four decades&quot;
  
  'Those who took their money out of uranium shares in the last few days have been wise.&quot;
  
  &quot;They would be wiser still never to put it back there&quot;
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  M0416-500-793 (leave message)
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  Office (do not leave message) 9319-4296
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